
 

 

X-EXPRESS PREMIUM 
 
Description: 
2-IN-1: DRYING AGENT AND QUICK AND SHINY WAX. 
Drying agent and hydroalcoholic wax; fast and fragranced for a super shiny effect. 
Its innovative "nanotech" formula from the latest Fra-Ber research findings: 
 

1. Quickly breaks the water layer and guarantees a super shine in all conditions for a good price of the vehicle. 
2. Increases abrasion resistance and has an anti-static and protective effect.  
3. Is suitable with osmotic or hard water. 
4. Improves customer visibility when driving, thanks to the water-repellent effect it creates on the glass and 

bodywork. 
5. It does not stratify and therefore, leaves no residue on the floor and bodywork. 
6. The perfume does not contain allergens, in accordance with attachment III part one of regulation 648/2004. 

For more informations visit the web site www.fra-ber.it  
 
 

Directions for use: 
 Pump: 10-20 pump flow pulses 6 l/h consumption for a 10-25 ml cycle.  
 Dosatron injector: 0.5%-0.8%. 
 Sprayer: 1:100 – 1:400. 
 Foam nozzle: from pure to 1:15 (67 ml – pure). 
 Manual: from 5 ml/l to 20 ml/l. 

Warnings: 
To handle the product follow the precautionary advice on the safety data sheet. 
For professional use only 
 
 

Technical Features: 
Appearance and color: Amber liquid 
Odor: characteristic 
pH:  5.00 ± 0.5 
Flash point: > 100°C  
Relative density: 0,96 g/cm3 ± 0,005 
Water solubility: Partially soluble 
Fat solubility: Soluble 
 

Storage:  
Unopened and stored at room temperature away from direct sunlight. 
 

Packaging: 
PACKAGING ITEM CODE  
JERRY-CAN 5 Lt 78779 
JERRY-CAN 25 Lt 78780 
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Original signed document available at the company's headquarters. The data contained is the result of technological research of our laboratory and is provided 
for information purposes only. We exclude any liability arising from an incorrect choice of product and the lack of the necessary precautions, which must always 
be verified by the user. 

 


